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STORYTELLER

I am an experienced storyteller for 12 years. I have been working internationally for many clients worldwide. The last of which is CGTN.

Which has distributed my work around the world. Considering the ability to meet tight deadlines and perform effectively under

pressure. I have also added my own visual style with experience in video editing, Along with my additional skills in creative color

grading and motion graphic as well. That has contributed to raising the entire work to another level. On the other hand, I have my
private clients in The USA with whom I work through my brand HUVIDEOS.COM. And finally in 2020, I have earned global certifications
from Apple UK, and Blackmagic Design. for my proficiency in Post Production and color grading, Using Final Cut Pro X10.4 and Davinci
Resolve as an expert.
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EXPERT
VIDEO EDITING

END USER
COLOR GRADING

SKILLED
VIDEOGRAPHY

SKILLED
MOTION DESIGN

SKILLED
PHOTOGRAPHY

MID - LEVEL
GRAPHIC DESIGN

Education
Helwan University - Graduated in 2010

YAT International - 2008 - Course

Bachelor degree, Theater/Cinema - 77%

Learned Graphic - Motion Graphic Design.
Cairo Photography Club - 2019 - Course

Apple Best Buy - 2009 - Course
Learned Pro Video Editing, Using Final Cut Pro 6

Learned Photography - Videography.

Certiﬁcations
Final Cut Pro X 10.4 Certified Pro

Davinci Resolve End User

Issuing Organization: Apple UK
Country: London UK
Total Grade:98.57%
Does not expire

Issuing Organization: Blackmagic Design
Country: Online
Total Grade:94%
Does not expire

Apple's accreditation for being a professional
in all post production using FinalCutProX 10.4

Blackmagic accreditation for the superiority in
and color grading workflows Davinci Resolve .

Attitude
Innovative and creatively minded.
Team player with good communication and organisation skills.
Strong attention to detail.

CREATIVITY
COMMUNICATION
ATTENTION
SELF DEVELOPMENT

Have a proactive approach to self-development.
Workaholic.
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STORYTELLER

Responsiblilties
Offload or ingest all media into appropriate storage locations via a unique apple recommended archiving system. That makes all
source media files preserved and easily reachable.
Utilizing all post production workflows. with the intention of enticing the viewers to watch the video till the last frame. depending
on both technical and psychological side, that will attract the watcher's eye.
Editing and converting video between various formats for the best quality delivery.
Providing post-production support including post production and color grading.
Editing all footage, from simple to complex.

Skills
Expert in Final Cut Pro X, And Davinci Resolve.
Having significant skills like videography and motion graphics has given me the potential to lead or accomplish any project
entirely.
Entirely Knowledgeable about industry standards for compression and codecs.
Proficient in multicam editing.
Understanding of usage and clearance requirements for music, images, and footage.

In-depth understanding of both theoretical and technical aspects of editing, And Copywriting Skills.
A creative problem solver.
work well under pressure with a professional approach.

Experinece
CGTN AFRICA

Senior Video Editor / Colorist / Videographer

FULL TIME JOB

NOV 2016 - PRESENT

EGYPT

The Chinese Global Television Network has many headquarters worldwide. One of them is Cairo bureau. Since I started working

there. Everything was good. whereas, our ambition to make something different. So we have set a precise plan to make something
unique. that raised our final output to the next level.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Studied then implemented the professional storytelling techniques in their news reports, feature stories and documentaries as

well. Such as sequencing, creative transitions, adding special effects to emphasize reality , music that overlaps the narration in
a creative way, professional color correction and color grading to add another emotional aspect to the watchers.
Accomplished a test episode for a food series the perfect way. That has benefited the whole organisation with actual 5 episodes
after the unprecedented content submitted. Due to the great work in storytelling, creative audio mix and the impressive color
grading.
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STORYTELLER

Developed their source media files to a unique archiving system. By using the integration of Final Cut Pro X, and Mac OSX .
Using the metadata tools, Mac tags and notes, Folder structure and many more. I simply created a database for their files. To
make everything easily reachable for the networked collaborative environment.
Transformed the media storage devices to the RAID system. Which is ideal and globally recommended for the process.
Trained a team of editors to follow the same approach in post production. to produce the best quality in the least possible time.

Experinece
NUEWAY STUDIOS

Video Editor - Colorist - Motion Designer

REMOTLY EMPLOYED

MAY 2021 - PRESENT

GEORGIA, US

Nueway Studios has appointed me officially to be the lead video editor that is going remotely, After an unprecedented success for
2 initial projects. Using my storytelling's techniques in addition to motion graphics and color grading has contributed positively
to attract the clients even more, And pushed the company's profile to the top level in video production services.

ACHIEVEMENTS
I was able to present a complete project from the least given assets.
Presenting the whole work prior to the deadlines.
Suggesting the best visual style based on the country's culture that I work for, By watching a massive amount of showreels
worldwide.
Due to my expertise in filming's standards. I support the videographers to get the optimum footage that serves the entire work.

Experinece
ROWAD MEDIA

Videographer - Video Editor - Designer

FULL TIME JOB

MAR 2012 - JUL 2016

SAUDI ARABIA

After a daily working routine for graphic presentations and periodic media coverage for events and festivals for 4 years. Rowad
media has earned a contract to implement reports for a social program on MBC channel That’s called Maaly el Mowaten. Filming
and video editing were my responsibilities.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Reduced the cost of additional 2 team members, Using my expertise I was working as a video editor, videographer, graphic
designer. And all of them were performed efficiently.
Earned many massive campaigns in Saudi Arabia, Based on the killer storyboarding submitted compared to the competitors.
Such as marathon, Souq Okaz, prominent events, charity programmes, documentary and short films.
Implemented a lot of entire campaigns with my own starting from News paper ads, Tv commercials, Social media graphics and
videos to the indoor and outdoor printables.
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STORYTELLER

Conquering many festivals in the Arab world with some films. Such as Saqr El Jazeerah. It was released in Alexandria Film
Festival and earned the best documentary movie in the Arab world 2016. Referring to the professional post production made.
Boosting the brand by redesigning the logo in a creative way, creating 2 showreels and many logo reveals for the agency.

Experinece
SILICON

Motion And Graphic Designer - Video Editor

FULL TIME JOB

FEB 2011 - MAR 2012

SAUDI ARABIA

I was a motion designer for outdoor LED screens, products and companies. and a video editor for their Ads. And was a graphic
designer for indoors and outdoors campaigns. It was a comprehensive responsibility but was great anyway.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Added my own creative touch to their Outdoor LED screens. By using complex animations, creative colors, and informative
content.
Designed a complete identity for a mall in Dammam KSA. Including all shops inside. It is called Grand Hyber Mall.

Experinece
Digital Studio Motion Graphic Designer - Video Editor
FULL TIME JOB

FEB 2008 - FEB 2011

EGYPT

I was designing logo reveals, motion intros and creative ADS. On the other hand, In video editing I was creating short films,
documentaries and commercials.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Created a creative concept and the graphic identity for a programme the company created. With the intention of selling it to
many channels. That is called El Mozza Mateamelsh Keda. and accomplished everything needed till it was sold.
Upgraded the whole post production system with my plugins, music and latest software.
When I travelled to Saudi Arabia I offered a partnership between Digital Studio and Rowad Media. And coordinated many
collaborations between both sides.

References
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USA
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